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Introduction
There are industrial needs of integration 
and automation of downstream processes. 
Orbit is a supervisory controller on top of 
common available purification equipment. 
Orbit can control integrated continuous 
downstream processes based on user 
definition on a high level of information.
Conclusion
Orbit has shown that it is possible to define 
complex downstream configurations and 
advanced sequence structures in a modular 
and for the user convenient way.
orbit
This is the actual sequential controller that 
executes actions based on events that is 
automatically generated from go_orbit.
Actions are set flow rates, switch valve 
positions, get sensor values, start peak 
integration,… etc
Events are often a given time. Other events 
are sensor values or peak integration value.
The orbit controller run autonomous.
go_orbit
The orbit controller is automatically 
generated based on the design defined 
in do_orbit in two parts:
• Configuration and connections
• Overall sequence
inspect_orbit do analysis of the 
controller to find unfeasible operations.
to_orbit takes the design and 
automatically generates the orbit 
controller code for sequential control 
based on event-action logic.
do_orbit
to_orbit
inspect_orbit
orbit sim_orbitsystem
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A system simulator based on automatically 
generated information from orbit:
i) the configuration, ii) control sequence and 
iii) a model library of all units available.
The simulator makes it possible to estimate 
the performance of the sequence:
• Buffer flow path and consumption
• Cleaning of complete configuration
• Check of complete cycle
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Example of orbit code
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